
ail these "inside" stories about the
canning of Evers. The hook inay be
ready for him, but if it is the only
man who knows it is Murphy.

Ed Reulbach has been traded to
the Dodgers for Eddie Stack, and the
two pitchers shifted teams today.
Stack has done some fair work for
Brooklyn, and will be given a chance
to earn his pay with the Cubs. Reul-
bach got a reputation for wildness,
and has been unable to live it down,
even though he has shown signs of
acting like a real pitcher on several
occasions this year. But Ed is
through in Chicago. The fans have
no faith in him and howl derisively
whenever he is mentioned. It is one
of those unfortunate cases of lack of
popularity mentioned above.

It would not be surprising to see
Reulbach turn in and do some noble
work for the Dodgers. Dahlen needs
pitchers badly and Reulbach will
have plenty of opportunity to show
his worth. .

Mike Mitchell, on whom waivers
had been asked by President Murphy,
was claimed by Pittsburgh, and will
join the Pirates immediately. Ward
Miller or Cy Williams will draw the
regular left field job.

A new outfielder, touted as a heavy
hitter and strong thrower, will join
the Cubs immediately. His name is
Charles Stewart, and he comes from
Indianapolis of the American Asso-
ciation. The Cubs had a string on
Stewart, but he was allowed to go
to the minors for more seasoning.
Indianapolis placed him in the Ohio
State League, where he proceeded to
do great execution with the stick. He
was recalled by the Indians, and has
been hitting close to .350.

Stewart is a local boy. He will
make the seventh outfielder on the
Cub payroll, and any one of the
bunch would be in the game regularly

' with most teams. Murphy is gather-
ing this bunch of gardeners for only
one reason trading purposes. No

. team needs more than five outfield-
ers. When the list grows larger the

men suffer from lack of work. Here's
a tip. I

President Britton of tr St. Louis
Cards is willing to dispose of bis
whole team, including a few good
pitchers, if he can get something in
return. The St. Louis outfield is a
poor aggregation, taken as a whole.
Murphy is known to want either Bob
Harmon or Slim Sallee from the
Cards, and he may land them by of-

fering a couple of the surplus out-
fielders on his roster. Sallee would
look mighty good on the West Side
and so would Harmon.

The traditional outfielder, who
"started with the crack of the bat,
ran with bis back to the ball, and
turned around for the catch just as
the pill fell to the ground," is a rarity,
but when such an animal . comes
along his work is almighty edifying.
One of the brand is pastiming on the
West Side with the Brooklyn team.
His name is Charley Stengel and he
plays center field. Three times yes-
terday "Dutch" gave evidence of his
uncanny ataility to judge fly balls. In
the third inning with two men on
base Saier clubbed a terrific fly to
centeij field. It looked like a triple.
Stengel turned and raced toward the
clubhouse with his back to the hit,
and was directly under the ball as it
fell. It was a remarkable bit of judg-
ment. He repeated on Saier in the
eighth, and gave Tommy Leach, also
some judge of fly balls, the same
treatment in . Stengel also
has a strong arm and is a clean-u- p

batter. He is one. of the best young-
sters picked up in the last few years.

No one knows better than Reb
Russell, Sox southpaw, that he is in
need of a rest, and must have it if he
is to remain a factor in winning
games for the Hose crew. Before
yesterday's game with Washington
the big fellow told Manager Callahan
he was sick, and didn't feel able to
face Washington. The skipper de-
cided to use Reb anyhow, probably
from force of habit. He managed to
get through the first inning, and had


